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 New York City stands proudly as the home of the arts. The tall buildings and their 

vibrant oled screens reflect a mirage of vibrant rainbow colors. Quickly, two searchlight 

beams cut through the world, it’s the 2 minute warning. Usher enters the space in a 

hurry but stops when the beams land on him. Broadway comes to life on stage as the 

ensemble joins Usher. Marquee lights twinkle to the beat and the spotlights tilt back and 

forth to signal the end that intermission has ended. Usher stands in front of a several tall 

dark apartments. Searching the sky, he looks upwards, but New York’s beautiful colors 

block what he truly seeks. Suddenly, the glass windows begin to shift in color like a 

revolving Rubik’s cube. The panes settle on a deep indigo only for Doubt to poke her 

head out and yell “Oh, girl, whatever!”. Doubt slams the door, and the indigo vanishes. 

 Usher takes his break by sitting on the stoop of an apartment. The golden 

sunlight gives him goosebumps as he closes his eyes to relax. Without warning, an arm 

punches through the glass that was on the door behind him. It reaches out and turns the 

doorknob. Usher’s family comes out of the building, a blinding cascade of heavenly light 

blast out from behind them. Casting his family’s pressures away, Usher stands tall like 

he is at the highest skyscraper. New York’s vibrant color shine up on his body as the 

searchlights above try to locate the singer. The tempo slows and New York fades 

below. The crisp white beams land on Usher from the high sides as he once again looks 

up into the blinding lights, trying to find the stars. 

 Inside a luxurious apartment, two lamps fill the dark bedroom. Usher sits 

nervously as the man begins to undress. As his nervousness grows, one of the lamps 

becomes slightly cooler and the room becomes lopsided. Pressured, Usher fulfils 

desires that were never his own. Later, Usher checks his phone. The blue lcd light 

illuminating his face. The sapphire blue grows in the windows behind him and his 

mother enters with haste. The gospel temple builds with the pounding drums and the 

marquee lights begin to flash again. Soon, with a slow fade, Usher and his mother stand 

in to two disconnected single beams of light. The distance between them is short but 

they dare not cross into each other’s worlds. 

 Standing alone, a single low cool beam of light catches Usher’s face. The 

windowpanes in the back begin to illuminate softly as Usher searches his memories. He 

begins to mimic playing a piano and the window panels match every piano key. The 

Thoughts open several windows, low cool light up lights the ghoulish ooing. 

 Usher stands alone on the New York Street. The vibrancy of the city highlights 

his back, but it grows distant by the second. The high stark white searchlights grab 

ahold of his body. Unwilling to let him go, Usher sings out his insecurities as the 

crescendo builds and swirls with an intoxicating melody. Slowly, and ever so softly 

stars, begin to twinkle above the audience. Usher knows they are out there, and with 

hope, he knows he will one day break the loop. Lights begin to fade to black, and the 

stars hang around for just another moment, blackout. 

 


